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 Aristotle’s abiogenesis: life originating 
from non-living matter

 Redi: the scientific method & biogenesis
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Post-WWII1920’s187118621700’s1600’sAncient &
Middle Ages

 Darwin, evolution, and the “warm little 
pond”

 Oparin and Haldane: hypothesis of 
chemical evolution

 Bernal defends Oparin’s theories

 … and Urey begins to look into it

Origins of life & modern theories
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atmosphere and conditions

 Strong volcanic activities, lightning
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 1953: Milestone lab simulation of 
lightning in primordial atmosphere
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Miller’s breakthrough

1953Post-WWII1920’s187118621700’s1600’sAncient &
Middle Ages

Modern
research

 Single event redefining the “origins of life” research

 Repeated over the decades with more realistic (oxidizing) 
atmospheres, including H2S, CO2 ,CO

 Juan Oró (1960): synthesis of nucleic acids bases from 
HCN solutions

 Synthesis of elementary biological monomers from simple 
molecules: prebiotic chemistry is born



Aftermath of Miller’s experiment:
moving up the ladder of complexity

1953Post-WWII1920’s187118621700’s1600’sAncient &
Middle Ages

Modern
research

1. From simple “Miller” molecules to biological monomers

2. …to biological polymers (proteins, nucleic acids, etc…)

3. …to self-replication and hereditarity, “protein world” vs 
“RNA world”

4. …to organelles, cells, microscopic, and macroscopic life
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Aftermath of Miller’s experiment:
the emergence of complexity?

1953Post-WWII1920’s187118621700’s1600’sAncient &
Middle Ages

Modern
research

 From biological monomers to polymers? Unfavored in 
solution!

 Fox & Harada “Miller experiment” (1964) in ultra-dry 
conditions

 “Polymerization on the rocks” (Bernal, 1961)



Origins of life?

1953Post-WWII1920’s187118621700’s1600’sAncient &
Middle Ages

Modern
research

 Extraterrestrial: life building-blocks arrived from 
the sky 

 Meteoritic: extreme pressures and temperatures 
from bolide impacts

 Submarine: hydrothermal conditions in oceanic 
vents

 Ultra-violet: UV sunlight-induced prebiotic 
synthesis

 Iron-sulphur world: synthesis at the mineral 
surface
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 External energy/temperature?

 Ionization?

 Electric field?

What causes “Miller” prebiotic reactions?



Why are we here?
 Miller’s experiment: philosophy, biology, Earth 
science, chemistry… physics?

 2014: can we retrace it, step by step, starting from 
fundamental physics laws?

1. Solve the many-body Schrödinger equation

2. Finite-temperature exploration of phase and reaction 
space

3. Apply an external electric field?



 Many-electron problem: Slater, Hartree, Hartree-Fock

 Quantum chemistry: Møller-Plesset, Configuration-
Interaction, Coupled-Cluster…

Ab initio calculations
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Why are we here?
 Miller’s experiment: philosophy, biology, Earth 
science, chemistry… physics?

 2014: can we retrace it, step by step, starting from 
fundamental physics laws?

 Many-body Schrödinger equation: Density Functional 
Theory (1963) (W. Kohn, Nobel 1998)

 Finite temperature: Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (1985) 
(R. Car & M. Parrinello)

 Electric field in quantum mechanics: Berry-phase theory 
of polarization (1983) (R. Resta, D. Vanderbilt, 1993)



 Periodic boundary 
conditions: sawtooth potential

 Low-D system: no problem

 Bulk system: unphysical !!

 Berry-phase theory of 
polarization

Electric field in ab initio calculations ?
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 Start: simple molecules in aqueous 
environment

 End: glycine formation

In silico Miller experiments?



 Aldehydes & HCN intermediate products

 Traditionally explained via Strecker
reaction

In silico Miller experiments?



 Intermediate steps: formaldehyde+HCN

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – I                       
Strecker reaction

 Constant number of atoms in simulations: build up 
a supercell compatible with Strecker reaction? 

 End and intermediate product, C:O:N:H = 1:1:1:4



 Intermediate steps: formaldehyde+HCN

In silico Miller experiments – I                       
Strecker reaction



 Start mixture: 8 + 8 + 8 + 5 + 10 => C:O:N:H = 18:18:18:72

 Strecker intermediates: 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 => C:O:N:H = 18:18:18:72

 Strecker products: 9 + 9 => C:O:N:H = 18:18:18:72

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – II                       
Strecker reaction



 Start mixture

 Strecker intermediates

 Strecker products

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – II                       
Strecker reaction

?

?



 Density-Functional Theory – Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics

 Plane-wave/pseudopotential approach (Quantum-Espresso)

 35 Ry cutoff/PBE US pseudopotentials

 ~40-50 molecules, 126-160 atoms, 20-50 ps trajectories 

 1.0 gr/mL density, T = 400 K 

 Electric fields: 0.0 – 0.5 V/Å

Computational details

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)



 Start: Miller molecules in zero field

 Strecker intermediate step in zero field: higher energy!!

 Strecker final step: glycine and ammonia in zero field

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – II                       
Strecker reaction



 Start: Miller molecules in strong fields

 Spontaneous formation of formic acid and formamide!

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)
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AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – II                         
(Field-induced) Formation of formamide
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Metadynamics

A. Laio & M. Parrinello, PNAS 99, 12562 (2002)



In silico Miller experiments – II                         
(Field-induced) Formation of formamide

 Free-energy landscape ? Metadynamics !

 Metadynamics study of formamide

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

0.0 V/Å

0.5 V/Å



 Start: new molecules in strong fields

 Formation of hydroxyglycine…

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – III                          
From formamide and formic acid to amino-acids



 Start: new molecules in strong fields

 …evolution into dehydroglycine…

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – III                          
From formamide and formic acid to amino-acids



 Start: new molecules in strong fields

 … and finally glycine !!

AMS and F. Saija, PNAS 111, 13768 (2014)

In silico Miller experiments – III                          
From formamide and formic acid to amino-acids



 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

Prebiotic chemistry & formamide ?

 Forms glycine under discharge? A recent study!!



 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

 Suggested as THE key compound in prebiotic chemistry

Prebiotic chemistry & formamide ?



 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

 Involved in the “missing G” quest
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 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

 Abundant in protostars
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 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

 Observed in recent ab initio and experimental prebiotic 
chemistry studies under different, “meteoritic” condition

Prebiotic chemistry & formamide ?



 Formamide not detected in Miller experiments (short life)

 At the crossroads of prebiotic chemistry (December 2014)

Prebiotic chemistry & formamide!!



AMS, F. Saija, F. Pietrucci, F. Guyot, PNAS, Jan 2015

 New full-fledged ab initio metadynamics calculations of the 
formamide breakdown

Prebiotic chemistry & formamide!!
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Mineral surfaces field-induced 
prebiotic chemistry?



Surface electric field in liquid systems?
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 Surface field: short-ranged, 
but around few V/Å

 Surface-field-induced 
“Miller” chemistry and 
beyond?

Strong electric fields at                                          
water/mineral interfaces



In silico Miller experiments,                                     
what gives ? Madness !!
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In silico Miller experiments,                                     
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 Ab initio metadynamics & topological variables: a powerful
theoretical and computational approach

 Ab initio Miller experiments and ab initio prebiotic 
chemistry

 Formamide identified (again) as a key prebiotic chemistry 
compound

 Open question: role of natural surface electric field in 
chemistry and reactivity

 Perspectives: Electric-field-induced chemistry of materials ?

Conclusions
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